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Introduction

Strategic
management is
not a static
discipline where
a blueprint, once
outlined,
becomes etched
in stone and
carries its own
momentum for
successful
completion.

S

trategic Management (STRAMA) is the
capstone course for the AGSB MBA
degree. The STRAMA requires our
students to put on the thinking cap of a chief
excutive officer (CEO), look at the company
from that perspective, consider the options, and
come up with a blueprint that will guide the
company in the long term. In practice, strategic
management is a fairly top-level area of
management where the most senior officers in
the organization normally provide inputs to
develop a strategic plan, and for the rest of
management to flesh it out. Recognizing that most
students do not have the experience of a senior
manager’s post, the School has adopted a
‘cookbook’ – Fred David’s An Introduction to
Strategic Management, 2007 – as a learning
medium. The textbook, through its systematic
approach and use of analytical tools, was designed
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to guide the student in the logical process of
arriving at a viable strategic plan. It is akin to a
recipe book where a novice can prepare good
meals without necessarily having to be a chef.
This is well and good, but the student, according
to David, must be made aware that strategic
management is not merely a matter of following
the tools and established formulas. As David
recognizes, strategic management is an intuitive
and subjective process. Further, strategic
management is not a static discipline where a
blueprint, once outlined, becomes etched in
stone and carries its own momentum for
successful completion.
Given this background, this paper
presents some of the limitations in the use of
David’s strategic management framework and
qualifies its use in strategy formulation. It also
presents the idea of a ladderized approach to
the writing of the STRAMA paper where the
different subjects are made to focus on various
analytical components of strategy formulation.
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Caveat on the Use
of the Analytical Tools
in Fred David’s Book

It may not be
necessarily
correct to say
that if students
apply the tools,
then, the right
strategy will
make itself
apparent.

I

n his book, David develops a number of
analytical tools to guide strategy
formulation. These include tools such as
External Factor Evaluation Matrix,
Competitors’ Profile Matrix, Internal Factor
Evaluation Matrix, Internal-External Matrix and
Quantitative Strategic Planning Matrix. Weights
are applied to the variables in these matrices in
order to arrive at a rational decision in the
choice of a strategy. Due to the subjectivity of
the weights and ratings applied by the student to
evaluate the variables, it is possible for students
to arrive at different strategies. So, it may not
necessarily be correct to say that if students
apply the tools, then, the right strategy will
make itself apparent. Precisely because of the
differences in judgment about the ratings and
weights used, it is possible that different
strategies may be proposed. It should thus be
pointed out to the students that analytical tools
are no substitutes for critical thinking and
intuitive judgment. They are there merely to
systematize the thinking process.
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As discussed below, the analytical
matrices oftentimes result in generic strategies
that are common. The Strategic Position and
Action Evaluation (SPACE) matrix features a
four-quadrant framework that indicates whether
aggressive, conservative, defensive, or
competitive strategies are most appropriate.
There are two internal dimensions (financial
strength and competitive advantage) represented
on its top vertical and left horizontal axes while
two external dimensions (environmental
stability and industry strength) are shown at its
bottom vertical and right horizontal axes (Figure
1). The relative numerical values of these four
variables, when plotted on the vertical and
horizontal grid of the matrix, result to a
directional vector which falls on any one of the
quadrants. Yet, in each of three quadrants,
common intensive strategies are found (i.e.,
Market Penetration, Product Development and
Market Development whether the vector falls in
the Competitive, Aggressive, or Conservative
quadrants). It is only in the Defensive quadrant
that these aggressive strategies are not present.
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Figure 1. Strategic Position and Action Evaluation (SPACE) Matrix.
Source: David, 2007, p. 219
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In the Boston Consulting Group (BCG)
Matrix, the three quadrants invariably suggest
intensive strategies, such as Question Marks
(market penetration, market development, or
product development), Stars (market
penetration, market development, product
development), and Cash Cows (product
development). Only the Dog quadrant envisions
a defensive strategy of retrenchment (Figure 2).
In the Internal-External (IE) Matrix
(Figure 3), which features nine cells that depict
the combined numerical values of the Internal
and External Factor evaluations, three cells that
belong to ‘Grow and Build’ suggest intensive
strategies of market penetration, product
development and market development; and
three cells belonging to ‘Hold and Maintain’
recommend market penetration and product
development. It is only in the three cells
‘Harvest and Divest’ where sale, liquidation or
divestiture are recommended strategies.
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Fgure 2. BCG Growth-Share Matrix.
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Source: David, 2007, p. 229

Figure 3. Internal-External (IE) Matrix.
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In the Grand Strategy Matrix (Figure 4),
which features quadrants representing various
stages of market growth and levels of
competitive position, Quadrant 1 (rapid market
growth and strong competitive position) features
market penetration, product development and
market development as recommended strategies.
In Quadrant 2, intensive strategies are also
considered appropriate (i.e., market penetration,
product development and market development).
It is only in Quadrants 3 and 4 (slow market
growth with weak to strong competitive
position) that other strategies are suggested,
e.g., retrenchment, diversititure, diversification
and joint ventures.
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Quadrant IV

Market development
Market penetration
Product development
Forward integration
Backward integration
Horizontal integration
Related diversification

Quadrant I

1. Related diversification
2. Unrelated diversification
3. Joint ventures

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Figure 4. Grand Strategy Matrix.

SLOW MARKET GROWTH

Retrenchment
Related diversification
Unrelated diversification
Divestiture
Liquidation

Quadrant III

Market development
Market penetration
Product development
Horizontal integration
Divestiture
Liquidation

Source: David, 2007, p. 234
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Quadrant II

RAPID MARKET GROWTH

STRONG
COMPETITIVE
POSITION
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The irony is that
even without the
use of these
tools, one can
propose a
market
penetration
strategy and one
would probably
be right 90
percent of the
time.

Due to the preponderance of intensive
strategies in the abovementioned tools, students
invariably conclude (and they are probably right
most of the time) that the appropriate strategies
are intensive in character. The irony is that even
without the use of these tools, one can propose a
market penetration strategy and one would
probably be right 90 percent of the time. Why?
Because unless the company is a cost center,
production facility or service support
organization, marketing (which is intensive in
character) is a necessary business function;
otherwise, the company is in trouble if it fails to
perform marketing effectively. The
sophistications in strategy such as
diversification, integration, and divestitures are
probably too complicated for the student to flesh
out; hence, the dearth of strategies proposed
along these lines.
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The mechanical application of these
tools may also lull students into thinking that
market-driven strategies are the only strategies
that are worth pursuing, when in fact,
companies make use of intensive and defensive
strategies simultaneously to increase the bottom
line. Students also lose sight of the fact that
certain organizations are driven by their
character and the dominant strategy necessarily
follows their nature. An example would be
efficiency in service delivery for companies that
are tasked with logistical support for their
mother companies.
It is also common for students to use the
BCG and IE Matrices indiscriminately when
these are more appropriate for companies with
varied product lines and various business
segments, where the strategy is either to ‘kill,’
develop or ‘milk’ products or segments
depending on how they are positioned in the
marketplace (BCG) or whether they should
grow and build, hold and maintain, or harvest
and divest (IE). Perhaps, professors should
qualify the use of these tools so that they are
used in the appropriate context.
The Quantitative Strategic Planning
Matrix (QSPM) tool (Figure 5) is often used to
discriminate between two or more feasible
strategies or sets of strategies. However, as
currently shown in students’ papers, the tool is
used to discriminate among intensive strategies.
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QSPM is a
selection tool for
the most feasible
strategic
alternatives
within a set of
similar generic
strategies and is
not necessarily
intended to
produce only one
strategy.

For instance, market penetration is compared
with product development and/or market
development. This may not be the proper way to
use this tool because it creates the impression
that only one intensive strategy can be selected
to the exclusion of others. The tool should be
used mainly to consider the attractiveness of
each feasible alternative within a set. Although
the QSPM considers internal and external
factors, implicit in the use of the QSPM is the
recognition that resources are limited (as
reflected in company budgets) so that these are
channeled to those strategies that will result in
greater gains or competitive advantage. What is
proposed by the tool is the comparison of sets of
strategies within a generic category, such as
market development-joint venture in Europe vs.
market development-joint venture in Asia.
It is possible that a company may need
both a product development strategy and a
market development strategy, such as the case
of an American IT company that was trying to
capture market share by producing a new game
software (product development), and expanding
its outlets in Europe (market development) so
that by eliminating one (product development)
in favor of the other (market development) it
effectively limits the company’s options. QSPM
is a selection tool for the most feasible strategic
alternatives within a set of similar generic
strategies and is not necessarily intended to
produce only one strategy.
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Source: David, 2007, p. 235

Figure 5. Quantitative Strategic Planning Matrix (QSPM).
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The SWOT Matrix as a
More Relevant Tool for
Critical Thinking

D

espite David’s criticisms (2007), the
SWOT matrix is deemed to be a more
appropriate tool for teaching students
how to exercise critical thinking. (Fred David
earlier called it TOWS but reverted back to its
popular nomenclature of SWOT.)

SWOT may be
the only tool that
provides a oneto-one
correspondence
between internal
attributes
(strengths and
weaknesses) and
external
variables
(opportunities
and threats).

SWOT may be the only tool that
provides a one-to-one correspondence between
internal attributes (strengths and weaknesses)
and external variables (opportunities and
threats). This methodology is in consonance
with the theory that the organization must
provide a perfect “fit” or “alignment” with its
environment in order to be effective. The
SWOT exercise forces students to stretch their
creativity and imagination so that they make a
conscious attempt to match internal capacity to
the environmental forces that present either
opportunities or threaten the organization’s
vulnerabilities.

The SWOT Matrix as a More Relevant Tool for Critical Thinking
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To extend the usefulness of the SWOT
matrix and enable the students to relate the
strategies/action plans determined by the
analysis to the conceptual framework of David,
it may be useful to ask the students to categorize
these plans into their generic equivalents. In this
manner, they will come to realize that strategic
management is not an exercise in arriving at one
generic strategy. On the contrary, it is a
combination of strategies of various generic
characteristics that are appropriate to the
company given its strengths and weaknesses.
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Overemphasis on
these analytical
tools in strategy
formulation may
unwittingly lead
to fixation so that
students become
enamored with
the tools at the
expense of
genuine critical
thinking.

If a grand strategy is to be adopted, it
should be one that addresses the major
weakness of the company so that it can survive
and continue to be profitable and financially
sound. There have been examples of student
presentations where the adopted strategy does
not address squarely the major handicap of the
company. For instance, a market penetration
strategy is proposed when the problem is
financial in character and needs a defensive
strategy; an intensive strategy when the problem
is one of management and organization
development; a product development strategy
when the problem is one of production and
systems efficiency. Thus, it is suggested that
overemphasis on these analytical tools in
strategy formulation may unwittingly lead to
fixation so that students become enamored with
the tools at the expense of genuine critical
thinking.
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Apart from SWOT, simulation games
can also be effective tools for learning,
especially in such a multi-disciplinary area as
strategic management. Simulation games have
been particularly useful in financial
management and investment management
courses where bourse games engage both the
creativity and enthusiasm of the participants.
Case methods and lecturettes may have their
usefulness but there is nothing like competing
with another team using concepts learned from a
reading of the literature to bring out certain
learnings. Available softwares used by certain
graduate schools can be explored in this regard.
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The Ladderized Approach
to the STRAMA Paper

S

Students should
start thinking
about the
STRAMA paper
from Day 1, or
when they step
into AGSB.

tudents need to build up towards the
STRAMA paper through individual paper
requirements in specific core courses.
Students should start thinking about the
STRAMA paper from Day 1, or when they step
into AGSB. In this manner, they will have a
working draft by the time they enroll in the
capstone course, which will be refined and
enhanced as they proceed with STRAMA.
The following paper requirements are
proposed throughout the MBA program, which
should be focused on the student’s object of
study:

The Ladderized Approach to the STRAMA Paper
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Subject Area
Management Dynamics

Financial Accounting

Human Resources

Economics

Marketing

Operations Management

Business Law/Ethics

Financial Management

Information Technology
Occasional Paper No.1

Focus
Vision and mission statement analysis and
evaluation; critique of the organizational
structure and management style
Internal analysis: financial status/
profitability of the company, comparison
with industry and competitors
Internal analysis: company culture, its
personnel policy and practices on
recruitment, compensation and benefits,
industrial relations, training and
development, comparison with industry and
competitors
External analysis: economic conditions,
socio-political forces, demographics relative
to the company’s operations
External analysis: market and competition
using Porter’s 5 forces; internal analysis:
marketing capability, 4Ps – product, price,
place (distribution), and promotion,
structure, compensation and incentive
programs, benchmarking
Internal analysis: evaluation of systems/
production efficiency, comparison with
industry and competitors
Internal analysis: code of conduct,
discipline, governance; external analysis:
legal environment affecting the company,
and ethical issues in the industry
Internal analysis: policies and practices on
working capital management, capital
budgeting and capital structuring decisions,
financial projections
Internal analysis: policy and practices on IT,
assessment of information needs.
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By the time the student reaches the
STRAMA course, a working draft of the
rudiments of the STRAMA paper would have
been completed so that only refinements and
enhancements should be made after the student
is given an overview of the concept of strategic
management, the required analytical tools, and
the administrative procedures involved in the
preparation of the STRAMA paper and its
presentation.
As a capstone course with an output that
is equivalent to a thesis (although of less rigor),
STRAMA should encourage the student to
make use of all the disciplines at his command.
This is the reason why the paper should be
balanced in its orientation (note the use of the
‘balanced scorecard’ as a way of evaluating the
strategic plan) taking into account education and
learning (human resources, economics,
management principles and dynamics), systems
(IT, operations management, financial/
management accounting), customer (marketing),
and financial indicators (financial management).

The Ladderized Approach to the STRAMA Paper
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If there is going to be any bias in the
strategic management analysis, it should be
towards the student knowing fully well the
object of his study, perhaps, the internal analysis
of his company. Extensive use of the different
management audit tools should be adopted to
produce this knowledge. Even in the OD
literature, knowledge of one’s self – limitations
and capabilities — is essential to personal
transformation. In the same manner, knowledge
of one’s company will enable the student to
formulate the necessary strategies to achieve a
‘fit’ or ‘alignment’ with external factors.
Without a mastery of the object of study, the
student cannot hope to become an effective
strategist.
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